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Preface

The leading edge of computer science research is notoriously fickle. New trends come
and go with alarming and unfailing regularity. In such a rapidly changing field, the
fact that research interest in a subject lasts more than a year is worthy of note. The
fact that, after five years, interest not only remains, but actually continues to grow is
highly unusual. As 1998 marked the fifth birthday of the International Workshop on
Agent Theories, Architectures, and Languages (ATAL), it seemed appropriate for the
organizers of the original workshop to comment on this remarkable growth, and reflect
on how the field has developed and matured.

The first ATAL workshop was co-located with the Eleventh European Conference
on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI-94), which was held in Amsterdam. The fact that we
chose an AI conference to co-locate with is telling: at that time, we expected most
researchers with an interest in agents to come from the AI community. The workshop,
which was planned over the summer of 1993, attracted 32 submissions, and was attended
by 55 people. ATAL was the largest workshop at ECAI-94, and the clear enthusiasm on
behalf of the community made the decision to hold another ATAL workshop simple. The
ATAL-94 proceedings were formally published in January 1995 under the title Intelligent
Agents, and included an extensive review article, a glossary, a list of key agent systems,
and — unusually for the proceedings of an academic workshop — a full subject index.
The high scientific and production values embodied by the ATAL-94 proceedings appear
to have been recognized by the community, and resulted in ATAL proceedings being the
most successful sequence of books published in Springer-Verlag’s Lecture Notes in
Artificial Intelligence series.

ATAL-95 was held at the International Joint Conference on AI, which in 1995 was
held in Montreal, Canada. The number of submissions leapt to 55, and the workshop was
attended by 70 people. Since many international conferences fail to attract this many
submissions and delegates, it was decided at this point to make ATAL an annual event. It
was also decided to hold ATAL-96 in Europe, following the successful model of ATAL-
94 by co-locating with ECAI-96, which was held in Budapest, Hungary. We received
56 submissions, and the workshop was attended by about 60 delegates. For ATAL-97, it
was felt that the workshop was sufficiently mature that it merited its own event, and so
the conference was located immediately before the AAAI-97 conference in Providence,
Rhode Island. It was attended by about 75 delegates. ATAL-98 was co-located with
the “Agents World” series of events, held in Paris in July 1998. 90 submissions were
received, and 139 delegates registered for ATAL.

In the five years since ATAL-94, the landscape of the computing world has changed
almost beyond recognition. Even seasoned veterans of the historically fast-moving IT
environment have been surprised by the current rate of change. Perhaps the simplest way
we can sum up these changes is by noting that the first ATAL was also the last not to have
a World Wide Web (WWW) page. In 1999, on the eve of the new millennium, it would
be unthinkable for a serious academic conference or workshop not to have a dedicated
WWW site. The changes brought about by the explosion of the Internet into worldwide
public and corporate awareness are well documented, and it is not appropriate for us to
add to the mountain of comment (and hyperbole). However, it is important to note that
the rise of the Internet had a significant impact on the development of the agent field
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itself. By the summer of 1994 it was becoming clear that the Internet would be a major
proving ground for agent technology (perhaps even the “killer application”), although
the full extent of this interest was not yet apparent.

The emergence of agents on and for the Internet gave rise to a new, associated
software technology, somewhat distinct from the “mainstream” of agent research and
development. In the summer of 1994, a California-based company called General Magic
was creating intense interest in the idea of mobile agents — programs that could transmit
themselves across an electronic network and recommence execution at a remote site. At
the time, General Magic were distributing a widely-read white paper that described
“Telescript” — a programming language intended to realize the vision of mobile agents.
In the event, it was not Telescript, but another programming language that caught the
imagination of the Internet community: Java. When Netscape incorporated a Java virtual
machine into their Navigator browser, and hence brought the idea of applets into the
mainstream, they gave Java an enormous impetus, both as a way of animating the Internet,
but also as a powerful, well-designed object-oriented programming language in its own
right. A number of mobile agent frameworks were rapidly developed and released as
Java packages, and interest in Telescript rapidly waned. As we write this preface in late
1998, Java is the programming language of choice not just for agent systems, but also,
it seems, for most other applications in computing.

Mobile agent technology was not the only other agent technology beginning to make
its presence felt at the time of the first ATAL. The summer of 1994 saw the publication
of a special issue of Communications of the ACM with the title “intelligent agents”.
Many of the articles in this special issue described a new type of agent system, that acted
as a kind of “expert assistant” to a user working with a particular class of application.
The vision of agents as intelligent assistants was perhaps articulated most clearly by
Pattie Maes from MIT Media Lab, who described a number of prototype systems to
realize the vision. Such user interface agents rapidly caught the imagination of a wider
community, and in particular, the commercial possibilities of such technologies was
self-evident. A number of agent startup companies were founded to commercialize this
technology (many of which have by now either been sold or gone bust). Current interest
in such agents comes, to a great extent, from the possibility of using them in electronic
commerce scenarios, where they negotiate on behalf of their “owner”.

The commercial interest in agents in the latter half of the 1990s has not been limited
to venture capitalists and “small scale” agent systems. Perhaps one of the most encoura-
ging long-term trends for agent technology is the idea of agents as a software engineering
paradigm. The level of interest in this concept has been evidenced in several ways. For
example, the number of large-scale industrial-strength agent systems being developed
and deployed is an obvious indicator. However, the degree of interest is perhaps best il-
lustrated by the attempts currently underway to develop international standards for agent
communication. Although some tentative steps towards standard agent communication
languages were taken by the KQML/KIF community in the USA in the early 1990s, it
is the FIPA initiative, started in 1995, which currently appears to be the best candidate
for a standard agent communication framework.

Turning more specifically to the ATAL workshops, a number of smaller scale trends
have emerged, echoing to some extent the more visible changes in the computing world
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itself. One obvious indicator that agent technology is beginning to mature is that far fewer
new agent architectures are being developed. It seems that authors are taking architectures
off the shelf, rather than developing their own. In this vein, the belief-desire-intention
(BDI) class of architectures has become particularly prominent. This work represents a
paradigm example of theATAL ethos — there is a well-defined theory, which relates more
or less directly to specific architectures or programming languages. On the theoretical
side, there has been an increasing trend towards more integrated models; that is, theories
which cover a wider proportion of an agent’s decision making and acting capabilities.

We noted above that five years sometimes seems like a long time for an academic
workshop. Incredibly, when ATAL began, there were no conferences dedicated to agent
technology. In contrast, the agent research community is now served by at least two
major international scientific conferences (the International Conference on Multi-Agent
Systems and the International Conference on Autonomous Agents), as well as a dedicated
journal (Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems). That agent technology is able
to comfortably support this degree of interest tells us that agents have a good chance
of succeeding as a technology. We hope that ATAL will continue to play its part in this
development, maintaining its current high level of scientific and production values, and
serving a vibrant, rich research and development community.

To close, we would like to take this opportunity to thank those who have made ATAL
the success we sincerely believe it is today. In particular, our thanks go to Jörg Müller,
Munindar Singh, Anand Rao, and Milind Tambe, who have all acted as organizers for
ATAL, and helped to shape it through their dedication and vision. In addition, we would
like to thank those who have played various other special roles throughout the first five
years, including Klaus Fischer, Michael Fisher, Mike Georgeff, Piotr Gmytrasiewicz,
David Kinny, John-Jules Ch. Meyer, and Jan Treur.Also thanks to the program committee
members, and finally, to Alfred Hofmann, our editor at Springer-Verlag, whose support
and genuine enthusiasm for a well-produced volume has helped establish ATAL as a
premier forum for publishing agent research.

November 1998 Michael Wooldridge
Nicholas R. Jennings
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Foreword

It is a particular pleasure for me to contribute, from the publisher’s point of view,
a few paragraphs as foreword and acknowledgement on the occasion of this fifth
volume of the Intelligent Agents subline within the LNCS/LNAI series. One
might object that the fifth anniversary of a workshop series is nothing special.
In the fast moving area of agent technology, however, the continued success
of a highly reputed workshop series deserves the attention usually reserved for
achievements of longer duration. To my knowledge, there is no other series of
workshops or conferences explicitely devoted to agents from its very beginning
that has such a long and well-established tradition. We are proud to have been
the publishers of ATAL, from its inception and in its entirety (vols. 890, 1037,
1193, 1365, and 1555 in LNAI), and we look forward to continuing this successful
cooperative effort into the future.

When in October/November 1994, the initiators of the ATAL workshop series
and editors of the first ATAL volume (LNAI 890), Michael J. Wooldridge and
Nicholas R. Jennings, prepared their manuscript for publication, Mike gave me a
call during which he impressed me by stating that they were ready to invest time
and effort “to make this a book that is really useful to the community”. This
attitude seemed remarkable to me since I had rarely experienced LNCS/LNAI
volume editors who volunteered to do extra work to make post-workshop pro-
ceedings more than just a collection of papers. We went on to discuss various
options for increasing the value of their book; the resulting volume features a
unique survey article by Mike and Nick with a comprehensive bibliography, a
glossary of key terms, an annotated list of systems, and a subject index. These
added-value components and the careful selection of thoroughly reviewed and re-
vised full papers made the volume an excellent state-of-the-art survey, designed
for use by scientists active in the area as a standard source of reference and by
newcomers to agents research and development as an ideal starting platform.
As a consequence, the volume quickly exceeded all expectations: I had expected
the initial print run of 1000 copies to cover demand for the volume’s entire life
cycle (of about 10 years), but already in October 1995, after only 10 months on
the market, LNAI 890 had sold out and it has been reprinted twice since. Such
an unexpected sales success had hardly ever happened before in the history of
LNCS/LNAI.

Mike and Nick were later joined in the co-editing of subsequent ATAL vol-
umes by (chronologically) Jörg P. Müller, Milind Tambe, Anand Rao, and Munin-
dar P. Singh. Here too, cooperation was excellent and successful, and it went
beyond ATAL. In all of the volumes published so far, the editors have improved
their workshop documentations by adding special features to the high-quality
papers selected in increasingly competitive reviewing processes. From ATAL II
onward, the Intelligent Agents volumes have appeared with the new blue-and-
yellow jacket cover that distinguishes high-profile titles on hot topics from the
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Introduction

Every year, putting together the first few paragraphs to start the new Intelligent Agents
book is one of the hardest parts of the exercise of being a book editor. Thanks to Mike
Wooldridge and Nick Jennings, who kindly accepted our offer of writing an “ATAL fifth
anniversary preface”, this task has been greatly simplified this year. Their description of
the evolution of the field and of the Intelligent Agents series from its origin in 1994 to the
ATAL-98 workshop gives the reader a good perspective on the overall direction of this
exciting area. It allows us to use the remainder of this introduction to focus exclusively
on the contents of ATAL-98 (on which this book is based), rather than tracing the history
of the field.
This book, the fifth in the Intelligent Agents series, is structured into four sections.
Section I (belief-desire-intention) is based on the special track on BDI agents held
at ATAL-98. The other three sections reflect the main topics of the series, i.e., agent
theories (Section II), agent architectures (Section III), and agent languages (Section IV).
Throughout these sections, you will find a rich collection of technical papers that were
accepted for presentations for the ATAL-98 workshop.
In addition, the book contains two contributions summarizing two panel discussions that
were held at ATAL-98: The Belief-Desire-Intention Model of Agency in Section I, and
Agent Languages and their Relationship to other Programming Paradigms, in Section IV.
We would also like to draw your attention to the Classified Index to Volumes I to V of
the Intelligent Agents Series on pages 427ff. This index applies the classification of
agent-related research and development activities used in the agentlink project to all
papers published in the Intelligent Agents series. Its objective is to enable quick access
to all papers in the series, and at the same time provide a taxonomy that we hope proves
helpful to the reader in structuring the field.
Finally, it should be mentioned that three of the papers contained in this book were
granted special awards at ATAL-98. The papers Goal Satisfaction in Large Scale Agent-
Systems: A Transportation Example by Sarit Kraus, Onn Shehory, and Osher Yadgar,
and Content-Based Routing as the Basis for Intra-Agent Communication by Nikolaos
Skarmeas and Keith Clark shared the ATAL-98 Best Paper Award. The paper Control
Structures of Rule-Based Agent Languages by Koen Hindriks, Frank de Boer, Wiebe van
der Hoek, and John-Jules Ch. Meyer was chosen as the Best Student Paper.
In the remainder of the introduction, we provide short summaries of the individual
contributions to this book.

Section I: Belief-Desire-Intention

The belief-desire-intention (BDI) model is probably the most popular approach to de-
scribe and model intelligent agents. BDI theories have been around for more than a
decade; different logics, operational models, architectures, and applications have been
developed. This section reflects the prominent role of BDI theories and architectures
within intelligent agents research. It contains an invited contribution by Georgeff, Pell,
Pollack, Tambe, and Wooldridge, and four technical presentations.
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The Future of the BDI Model: There are a number of issues regarding the practical
usefulness of BDI models - the gap between sophisticated BDI logics and their links to
practical systems. More recently, a number of attempts have been made at bridging this
gap and on extending the BDI model to incorporate other aspects of rational agency. This
contribution is the summary of a panel discussion held at ATAL-98. The authors, Mike
Georgeff, Barney Pell, Martha Pollack, Milind Tambe, and Mike Wooldridge, address a
number of issues related to the future development of the BDI model.

Mora et al. — BDI models and systems: Admittedly, there still is a considerable gap
between theories and models of belief-desire-intention on the one hand, and today’s
implemented systems built according to the BDI paradigm, on the other hand. Research
aimed at bridging this gap between theoretical and practical approaches has been re-
ceiving increasing attention in recent years (see also the Proceedings of ATAL-96 and
ATAL-97). In their paper BDI Models and Systems - Bridging the Gap, Mora et al. tackle
this issue by adopting an Extended Logic Programming (ELP) model with explicit ne-
gation. The mental state of an agent is expressed in this language. The advantage of
the approach is that the approach offers both a logical specification and an operational
specification of BDI agents.

Van Eijk et al. — Information-passing and belief revision: Agents and multiagent sy-
stems are first and foremost software (and sometimes hardware) systems. As such, they
must be implemented through some means of programming, which in turn presuppo-
ses the existence of well-defined programming languages. Since agents and multiagent
systems are typically defined using a rich set of concepts dealing with cognition and
communications, desirable languages must include those concepts as well. Accordingly,
quite a few such “agent-oriented” programming languages have been defined. However,
current agent programming languages usually are weak in terms of both their concur-
rency aspects and their operational semantics. This paper seeks to alleviate this problem
by developing a rigorous operational semantics for some varieties of information-passing
among agents. The passing of information through communication has natural ramifi-
cations on how the beliefs of the communicating agents are revised. This paper builds
on previous work in traditional concurrency theory and shows how it may be lifted to
apply in multiagent settings.

Schild — BDI logics and logics of concurrency: BDI logics took their initial inspiration
from the standard logics of concurrency and epistemic logics. The paper On the relati-
onship between BDI logics and standard logics of concurrency goes back to the original
roots of BDI logics. Comparing BDI logics to logics of concurrent programs, the author
shows how the two-dimensional semantic structure used in the basic BDI theory, across
worlds and time points, can be collapsed into a single dimension. This allows the author
to express a very powerful result, namely that the propositional µ-calculus subsumes the
standard BDI logics, BDICTL and the more expressive BDICTL∗ . As a result, the sub-
stantial body of research done on standard logics of concurrency can now be transferred
to BDI logics, making Schild’s contribution very significant. For instance, it is possible
to provide the first complete axiomatization of Rao and Georgeff’s BDI theory.
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Wooldridge and Parsons — Intention reconsideration: Reconsideration of intentions
has always been recognized as a central part of practical reasoning and hence central to
BDI logics. However, so far the topic has received only informal and experimental treat-
ment. In their paper on Intention reconsideration reconsidered, Wooldridge and Parsons
redress this situation by giving a formal treatment of intention reconsideration and the
bigger issue of meta-level control. They provide a formal framework for discussing the
soundness and completeness of meta-level control strategies with respect to real-time
task environments. The framework is illustrated by a number of scenarios showing ex-
amples of practical reasoning tasks that can be achieved using the model provided in this
paper. This work provides the foundation for investigating different meta-level control
strategies for BDI agents in different task environments.

Hunsberger — Shared plans: When multiple agents occupy a shared environment and
cooperate in that environment, the notion of collaborative planning becomes crucial.
The theory of SharedPlans is an extension of the BDI model to multiple agents. This
paper continues this tradition, based on the shared plans paradigm developed in the
seminal work by Grosz and Kraus. By introducing an explicit representation of the
choices made by a group of agents, called the SharedPlan Tree, Hunsberger simplifies
the meta-predicate definitions. This leads to a simplified theory of SharedPlans without
compromising its overall expressiveness. In particular, Hunsberger’s formalism enables
conditions to be specified under which a set of basic, desirable properties of agents and
their SharedPlans may be proven (e.g., when does an agent’s belief that it has a plan
entail that it has such a plan).

Section II: Agent Theories

The majority of the seven papers in the Agent Theories section deal with macro-level
issues of agency. The first three papers (Conte et al., Bazzan et al., Ossowski and Garc��a-
Serrano) investigate foundations of cooperation and social action, such as norms, moral
sentiments, and the impact of social structure). Rustogi and Singh investigate preconditi-
ons for efficient co-ordination in multiagent systems. The next two papers, by Benerecetti
et al. and Engelfriet et al. address the important question of how properties of multiagent
systems can be verified. Finally, Jung’s contribution addresses micro-level foundations
of agency, describing how layered agents can be represented as holonic structures.

Conte et al. — Norm acceptance: The investigation of norms and social conventions
in multi-agent systems has become an important topic in agent research. Application
areas that can greatly benefit from norm-aware agents are legal expert systems as well
as agents involved in commerce transactions and negotiations. An important question in
the context of norms in multi-agent systems is how autonomous agents can recognize
and evaluate norms, and accept them as normative beliefs, and thus as a basis for the
formation of normative goals. This paper proposes a formal logical model of normative
beliefs and goals for autonomous agents that, by treating norms as first-class citizens,
allows agents to reason about normative beliefs and normative goals and thus provides
them with two types of autonomy related to the normative decision process, i.e.: Whether
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to accept a norm in the first place, and whether to comply to a norm once the agent has
accepted it.

Bazzan et al. — Moral sentiments: The investigation of self-interested, rational agents
has a long tradition in DAI and game theory. This paper proposes a complementary ap-
proach: To enrich models of rational agents by an emotional stance, i.e., by the capability
to decide whether or not to behave rationally based on emotional grounds. Emotional
processing should be balanced with rational processing in the decision-making process
of autonomous agents. The authors present a series of experimental results to support
their thesis. Ironically (or maybe not), the basis of their experiments is the Iterated Priso-
ner’s Dilemma (IPD), a testbed for rational, utilitarian agents since the days of Axelrod.
Their experiments confirm the well-known result that groups of "egoistic, rational fools"
(i.e., agents that always defect) lose out in the IPD. In addition, the results seem to sug-
gest that in the IPD, the more altruists (i.e., agents that always cooperate) are in a group,
the better they, and the group as a whole, perform. Thus, what seems irrational from an
individual point of view, turns out to be rational from a societal perspective.

Ossowski and Garc��a-Serrano — Social structure: So far, research on social aspects of
agenthood has mainly focused on heterogeneous multiagent societies. This paper inve-
stigates the role of social structure in Distributed Problem Solving (DPS), where agents
are often centrally designed to achieve or maintain global goals. The authors start out
from a set of self-interested agents, and formalize possible relationships and dependence
structures between individuals, groups, and their respective plans. The authors then ex-
tend this basic model by introducing a normative structure, allowing an agent designer
to modify the "natural" dependence structures to support the emergence of a desired
global functionality.
The authors describe illustrate the effect of social structure on social coordination by
means of a bargaining scenario and describe a distributed algorithm to compute its
outcome. Finally, the paper sketches the ProsA2 agent architecture, a layered agent
architecture providing a normative layer, a first attempt of a framework to implement
normative theories as the ones described by Jung and Bazzan et al. in this volume.

Rustogi and Singh — Effective coordination: An important challenge in building agent-
based systems is in ensuring that the agents coordinate properly with one another. Coor-
dination is especially difficult when the agents act more or less autonomously and make
apparently independent decisions based on their local knowledge. This paper studies
the conceptual underpinnings of coordination in such decentralized settings seeking to
identify the measurable concepts that most affect success in coordinating. A better un-
derstanding of such measurable concepts can lead to refined architectures for agents that
must participate in decentralized multiagent systems, and to more effective methodo-
logies for the construction of such agents. Based on empirical results from a simulated
environment, this paper argues that the success of the agents in coordinating with others
depends not only on their local knowledge, but also on the choices available to them,
their inertia in seeking local optima, and their shared knowledge. These concepts can be
measured from the agents’ construction and from the structure of the multiagent system
in which they function.
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Benerecetti et al. — Model-checking multiagent systems: As agent-based and multi-
agent systems become prevalent and are employed in a variety of serious applications,
it is becoming increasingly important to develop techniques to validate them. Some of
the best techniques are based on formal logic. Among those, the technique of model
checking has been gaining much attention, since it was first proposed by Clarke and
Emerson in the early 1980s. In contrast to theorem proving, which is a more traditional
application of logic, model checking is about testing if a given specification is satisfied
by a given model. The model itself is derived from a proposed implementation of the
specification. The model check is successful if and only if the implementation is sound.
Importantly, for a wide range of useful logics, model checking proves to be significantly
less computationally complex than theorem proving. The present paper develops a mo-
del checking approach for multiagent systems by accommodating beliefs, desires, and
intentions—the so-called BDI concepts commonly used in the specification of agents.

Engelfriet et al. — Compositional verification of multiagent systems: Everyone agrees
on the importance of verifying agents and multiagent systems. A lot of progress has been
made on specific techniques and approaches for verification. However, to verify complex
systems as part of routine engineering practice remains an important challenge, to a
large extent because of the complexity of the verification task. One of the nice properties
of well-designed systems is their inherent compositional structure. The present paper
develops an approach to exploiting this structure. It proposes a temporal epistemic logic
that reflects the evolving knowledge of different agents. The paper gives some valuable
metatheoretic results on the notion of provability in a logic as lifted to compositional
models. The temporal ingredients of this logic are based on a simplified version of
the “declarative past ⇒ imperative future” doctrine of MetateM, but with an explicit
notion of default persistence. The paper applies this approach to a multiagent system for
cooperative information gathering.

Jung — Emergent mental attitudes in layered agents: Every agent theory—at least
implicitly—involves some agent architecture and every agent architecture—at least
implicitly—involves some agent theory. This is because the claims of any theory can
be made only relative to some type of agents—this is reflected in an architecture of
the agents being described. Conversely, the choice of components of any architecture is
guided by some theoretical notion, whether or not fully formalized. One important class
of theories is based on cognitive concepts such as beliefs, desires, and intentions. Corre-
spondingly, BDI architectures are a general class of agent architectures. Many practical
agent architectures are layered; yet they involve some informal references to BDI. This
paper fills the gap between theory and practice by developing a formal model of BDI
for agents built according to the layered architecture InteRRaP. Jung’s model is based
on the notion of holon, a unit of organization, and treats layered agents as holons with
the layers as subholons. It then relates the beliefs, desires, and intentions of holons at
different levels in the hierarchy.
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Section III: Agent Architectures

The development of control architectures for intelligent agents has been a prevalent topic
within the agents community throughout the 1990s. This section addresses difference
aspects of agent architectures, such as their relationship to applications (Müller), ar-
chitectures of the individual agent (the papers by Fisher and Piaggio), and multi-agent
architectures (Rachlin et al., Shehory et al., as well as Stone and Veloso).

Müller— Agent architectures and applications: The objective of this paper is to provide
designers of agent systems with a set of guidelines allowing them to choose the right agent
architecture for a given application domain. The paper starts from an empirical analysis
of a large number of architectures presented in the literature. Based on this analysis,
Müller proposes a classification of the architectures according to two criteria, i.e.: the
material state of agents (hardware, software) and the primary mode of agent-environment
interaction (autonomous agents, multiagents, assistant agents). Combinations of the three
criteria result in a taxonomy of six basic types of agent applications. The paper then offers
a set of guidelines indicating which agent architectures are useful for which class of
applications. The guidelines include general (e.g., Check first whether your application
really requires agents) as well as specific hints for designers (e.g., Do not use heavy-
weight layered architectures for light-weight Internet software agents applications).

Fisher — Abstract agent architectures: This paper proposes a unified meta model for
the representation of agent architectures. Its underlying observation is that today’s agent
architectures, most of which are layered, are based on largely different models and fra-
meworks, which makes it difficult to compare and to verify them. Fisher proposes to
employ the logical language Concurrent MetateM to describe the computational ar-
chitecture of an agent. He defines four levels of refinement for representing agents by
logical descriptions, starting from a monolithic logical description for an agent up to
associating individual layers within an architecture with groups of sub-agents with dif-
ferent internal communication and execution properties. Fisher extends the Concurrent
MetateM language by the concept of a group of agents, and by allowing to control exe-
cution of and communication between agents in and across groups. Fisher’s model of
recursively defining agents by groups of sub-agents is similar to the approach described
by Jung (in this volume).

Piaggio— heir: heir is an agent architecture for autonomous robots. What makes heir
special compared to traditional layered architectures seen in earlier Intelligent Agents
books is that it explicitly foregoes a hierarchical structuring of reactive and deliberative
layers. Rather, a heir agent consists of three, non-hierarchically organized components:
a reactive, a deliberative, and a diagrammatic component. The use of a diagrammatic
component to maintain procedural and diagrammatic knowledge (e.g., a sequence of
Figures showing how to serve a tennis ball) is a further interesting feature of the heir
architecture. Each component in heir is designed as a group of experts, comparable
to behaviors or skills in layered architectures. The primary communication mechanism
employed by experts is a specific publish—subscribe protocol. The heir architecture
has been evaluated by building a mobile robot. Related approaches defining an agent
recursively by sets of sub-agents found in this book are those by Jung and by Fisher.
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Rachlin et al. — a-teams: a-teams are a generic approach for solving complex dynamic
problems (e.g., scheduling problems) through asynchronous teams of agents. Thus, a-
teams describes a multiagent architecture rather than an architecture for a single agent.
Different types of agents take on different tasks in the a-teams architecture: Constructors
create new initial solutions, optimizers improve existing solutions, and destroyers dispose
of poor solutions. Agents cooperate implicitly, by sharing a space of solutions (see the
paper by Dury et al. for reactive constraint satisfaction agents that deal with conflicts in
problem solving). a-teams differ in this way from the team activity model presented by
Stone and Veloso (in this volume). The development of a-teams is supported by a class
library and a team configuration language. The a-teams architecture has been used in
different applications, including paper mill scheduling, steel mill scheduling, and wafer
start planning for semiconductor manufacturing.

Shehory, Kraus, andYadgar — Goal satisfaction: An important problem in the construc-
tion of agent systems, especially large-scale ones, is in deciding how tasks are assigned
to the agents. Traditional approaches either require an organizational structure of some
sort or explicit communication and negotiation among the agents. This paper develops
an alternative approach, which borrows its metaphor and techniques from the domain of
physics. In this approach, agents are modeled simply as dynamic particles that interact
with another; goals are modeled as static particles. Goal satisfaction is modeled as a
collision between a dynamic particle and a static particle. An interaction among agents
is modeled as a collision between two dynamic particles. The agents transition from
one state to another based on the agents, goals, and obstacles that surround them. The
approach is applied to a transportation problem where agents must make freight deli-
veries in a (simulated) city represented by a graph. In adapting physics for multiagent
systems, the paper also includes the seed of an interesting methodology for constructing
physics-based solutions to distributed problems.

Stone and Veloso — Flexible team structure: Whereas the papers by Conte et al., Os-
sowski and Garc��a-Serrano, and Bazzan et al. provide theoretical accounts of concepts
of concepts of social coordination in agent societies, Stone and Veloso’s contribution
investigates a practical model that allows agent teams that operate in periodic team
synchronization domains to dynamically modify their structure and the way tasks are
decomposed among them, in order to cope with short-term or long-term changes in
the environment. As an example for a periodic team synchronization domain, the aut-
hors use the ROBOCUP robotic soccer scenario: during the game, agents need to act
autonomously, relying on off-line agreements made in periods of reliable and safe com-
munication.
The paper proposes an architecture for the individual team member, consisting of a
representation of the world state, a set of behaviors, and knowledge about team agree-
ments. The team structure relies on the concept of formations, comprising a set of roles
as well as subformations (i.e., subsets of roles from the formation). The paper reports
empirical results on different formation switching strategies, indicating amongst others
that dynamic, flexible formation switching outperforms more rigid strategies.
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Section IV: Agent Languages

With the success of agent technology come languages, tools, and methodologies to
support the design, the implementation, and verification of agent-based systems. This
section highlights various important areas in research on agent languages and agent-
oriented programming, including their relationship to other programming paradigms
(Meyer), a survey of design methodologies (Iglesias et al.), the agentis agent deve-
lopment platform (Kinny), component-based agent construction (Skarmeas and Clark),
semantics of agent communication languages (Chaib-draa and Vanderveken), rule-based
and constraint-based approaches (Hindriks et al. and Dury et al.), as well as the intro-
duction of agent cloning for load balancing (Shehory et al.)

Agent languages and other programming paradigms: Over the past years, a variety of
proposals for agent-oriented languages have been proposed in the literature. However,
these proposals have had hardly any influence on mainstream programming. Today’s
professional programmers’ choice are Java, C++, relational and object-oriented databa-
ses, and distribution object frameworks such as CORBA, DCOM, or RMI. Before this
background, a panel was held at ATAL-98 to discuss the relationship between agent-
oriented programming and other programming models. This contribution summarizes
the positions supported by the panelists: Jean-Pierre Briot, Keith Clark, Jacques Ferber,
Carl Hewitt, and John-Jules Ch. Meyer.

Iglesias et al. — Methodologies survey: With the increasing use of agents in industrial
and commercial applications, research on methodologies for building complex agent
systems has been gaining in importance. The methodologies for agent-oriented systems
are mostly extensions of traditional object-oriented or knowledge engineering methodo-
logies. In particular, they cover areas that traditional approaches do not or not sufficiently
cover, such as: speech-act based communication and its semantics, autonomy and goal
orientation, reflexivity, and modeling social relationships. In A Survey of Agent-Oriented
methodologies, Iglesias et al. provide a good description of all the methodologies derived
from these two traditions. The paper also raises important open issues related to agent-
oriented methodologies that deserve a more detailed analysis, such as their relationship
to agent architectures.

Kinny — agentis: In this paper, the author describes a methodology for specifying
agents and their interaction that is partly inspired by similar work in object-oriented
methodologies. Key components of the methodology are an agent model and an agent
interaction model. The agent model describes standard agent types, and has its analog in
the object model of object-oriented analysis and design models. The interaction model,
which is the focus of this paper, provides explicit notions of services and tasks, as well
as interaction protocols that provide reliable concurrent provision of these services and
tasks. Unlike the approaches of KQML and FIPA that aim to provide a comprehensive
set of primitives for agent communication the agentis approach is based on a small set
of communication acts that are used to form complex interaction protocols.
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Skarmeas and Clark — Content-based routing: In the paper Content-based Routing as
the Basis for Intra-Agent Communication, the authors introduce the notion of component-
based software construction to agent-oriented systems. Their primary view of an agent
is that of integrating pre-existing software modules, corresponding to individual domain
or problem-solving capabilities. Skarmeas and Clark propose an agent architecture that
facilitates the easy integration of pre-existing components by using an active message
board for communication between the different components of an agent. The message
routing mechanism is based on so-called message pattern, that can be registered with
the message board, and enable content-based routing of messages in between agent
components. In addition, content-based routing of messages adds greater flexibility and
robustness to the design.

Chaib-draa and Vanderveken — Success, satisfaction, and recursion: The theory of
speech acts has often provided the foundation for communication between agents. The
contribution of this paper is to unify the two important notions of conditions of success
of an illocutionary act and the conditions of satisfaction (or truth) of an illocutionary
act. Chaib-draa and Vanderveken provide a formalism based on the situation calculus,
that provides the necessary model to reason about knowledge and action, and makes an
appropriate trade-off between expressiveness and tractability. The approach described
in this paper has two important applications: Firstly, it supports the analysis and the
interpretation of speech acts among humans as well as software agents; secondly, it also
provides the foundations for an adequate semantics of agent communication languages,
such as KQML.

Hindriks et al. — Control structures for rule-based agent languages: As implemented
agent-oriented systems have matured, agent languages that abstract useful constructs of
such systems have emerged. The authors separate the basic structures of such agent lan-
guages from their control structure. This is based on the observation that all interpreters
for rule-based agent programming languages implement some generic functions, i.e.,
selection of applicable rules from a set of rules, and the ordering of the applicable rules.
By doing this, the authors are able to discuss the meta-level interpreters for such agent
languages. It also provides a common framework for comparing the different agent lan-
guages. The formalization of this two-level approach is done using transition systems.
The authors show how their formal tools and meta programming language can be used
to design interpreters for three agent programming languages described in the literature,
i.e.: AGENT-0, AgentSpeak(L), and 3APL.

Dury et al. — Reactive constraint satisfaction: Constraint satisfaction is an important
paradigm in computing today. Specifying constraints is often a natural way to capture
the requirements of an application as well as the available knowledge in the given do-
main. This paper considers one of the many applications of constraints—specifically,
in the assignment of land-use categories in a farming territory in the Vittel plateau in
north-east France. The assignment must respect potential admissible uses of the land,
its soil properties, and proximity to human settlements. For this interesting real-life
problem, the paper develops an approach in which a number of reactive agents form
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groups representing the different use categories compete to acquire regions of the avai-
lable territory. The approach is shown to have some nice properties, such as that it is
“anytime”—meaning that its solution quality improves over time and a well-defined
solution is available whenever you choose to halt the execution.

Shehory et al. — Agent cloning: One of the challenges faced by current multiagent
system designs is that of load management or balancing. As a system or specific agents
within it get overload, some actions must be taken to restore performance. Traditional
approaches to this problem involve (a) task distribution and redistribution where the
assigned tasks are split differently among the available agents, or (b) agent migration
where an overloaded agent may be transported (somewhat like an operating system
level process) to a computer that has additional available processing power. The present
approach, by contrast, advocates cloning, whereby a copy or clone of an overloaded
agent is created and used to share some of the tasks of the original agent. This approach
best applies to cases where an agent and its clone can perform the given tasks more
efficiently than the original agent by itself. A natural situation would be where the clone
can be migrated to another host thus balancing the load on the hosts as well as improving
the performance on the assigned tasks.
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